
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Waikato Racing Club Date: Saturday, 17 January 2015 
Weather: Overcast then late showers 
Track: Dead (4), upgraded to Good (3) after Race 2 
Rail: 10 Metres 
Stewards: M J Williamson (Chairman), N McIntyre, W Robinson, P Kinsey 
Typist: P Laboyrie 

 

GENERAL:  
Nil 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: LINK ROAD, DEELIGNA, BLACK MASCARA, BLAZE SMARTIE, RE DEEL, HILLSBOROUGH, FAST 

DRAGON, EVEREADY, WAIPIPI LAD 
Suspensions: Race  3 

 
 
4 
 

S McKay ALVESTA 
Careless riding final 50 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 22 – 26 January inclusive 
(4 riding days) 
M Hills BHIWANI 
Careless riding 150 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] Suspended 25 – 28 January inclusive (3 
riding days) 

Protests: Nil   

Fines: Race  7 R Smyth BECHTOLSHEIMER 
$175  [Rule 638(3)(b)] Used whip in unnecessary manner 

Warnings: Race  5 
 

B R Jones QUEST 
Shifting ground 1800 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 
P Holmes HILLSBOROUGH 
Shifting ground 200 metres [Rule 638(1)(d)] 

Bleeders: Race 7 BECHTOLSHEIMER – 3 month stand down 

Horse Actions: Nil    

Medical Certificates: Received covering D Hain 

Rider Changes: Nil  
 

 

Late Scratching: Nil   

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 TWS/RIVER ROAD BLAST & PAINT 1200 

SPECIAL MEMORIES (M Hills) was slow to begin. 
RIO CLARO (B Hutton) made the bend near the 800 metres awkwardly, shifting out, forcing BRIGADIER (S McKay) wider 
on the track.   BRIGADIER raced wide without cover for the majority of the race.  RIO CLARO continued to lay out around 
the final bend. 
BRIGADIER hung out in the final straight when placed under pressure, finishing wide on the track.   
Apprentice jockey B Hutton reported that RIO CLARO had hung badly throughout, and was of the opinion that the 
gelding had held its breath.   
 

Race 2 WAIKATO FARMERS MARKET AT TE RAPA 1200 

QUEEN OF NAVARRE (S McKay) jumped away awkwardly.   



BECKHAM (J Wong) began awkwardly, shifting out and making contact with ALTER EGO (M Hills) which had stumbled 
leaving the barrier, with ALTER EGO then shifting away making, contact with CAPISTRANO MAGIC (L Satherley) which 
was crowded, losing ground.  As a result CAPISTRANO MAGIC made contact with PURCENTAGE (T Thornton) which had 
begun awkwardly forcing that runner across heels and losing ground. 
Near the 1100 metres A’LAROSE (Z Moki) shifted in crowding ALTER EGO which was crowded and steadied.  Apprentice 
rider Z Moki was advised to exercise greater care when shifting ground. 
Passing the 900 metres when entering the first corner CAPISTRANO MAGIC improved on to the heels of BECKHAM 
which was dictated in slightly by A’LAROSE.  As a result CAPISTRANO MAGIC became badly placed on the heels of 
BECKHAM and was hampered losing ground. 
Making the bend near the 900 metres QUEEN OF NAVARRE was allowed to shift in placing SHERPA (B R Jones) and 
PURCENTAGE in restricted room for a short distance before apprentice rider S McKay took corrective action.  
Apprentice rider S McKay was advised he must exercise greater care when shifting ground. 
BECKHAM was held up entering the final straight.  BECKHAM then had to shift out, off heels near the 200 metres to 
obtain clear running.   
Near the 250 metres ALTER EGO shifted in slightly making contact with QUEEN OF NAVARRE with both runners 
becoming unbalanced.   
PURCENTAGE was held up for a distance from near the 200 metres, shifting out approaching the 100 metres to obtain 
clear running.   
Rider A Taylor reported that THE LIKELY ONE had made abnormal breathing noises during the running.  THE LIKELY ONE 
underwent a post-race veterinary examination which did not reveal any obvious abnormality.   
 

Race 3 LADIES DAY 7TH FEBRUARY 2015 1300 

ENDOR (T Abel) was slow to begin. 
JOANNA (A Jones) was denied clear racing room approaching the 350 meters when attempting a run to the outside of 
ALVESTA (S McKay).  JOANNA was then held up, obtaining clear running passing the 250 metres.   
ALVESTA shifted out under pressure over the final 50 metres dictating ELUSIVE GOLD (Z Moki) out into the line of TWYA 
(M Sweeney) which was checked.  Apprentice rider S McKay admitted a resultant breach of careless riding with his 
license to ride in races suspended 22 – 26 January inclusive, 4 riding days.   
 

Race 4 FOOTE, BEATSON & WHALE READY TO RUNNERS 1400 

AL PACINO (S McKay) and BLAZE SMARTIE (B R Jones) both began awkwardly.  AL PACINO was then crowded shortly 
after losing further ground. 
Shortly after the start WAYNE (T Thornton) shifted in slightly making contact with SHEBANG (L Satherley) which shifted 
away from that runner, crowding MUSCAT HILLS (A Jones) which had to steady. 
Passing the 1300 metres BLAZE SMARTIE shifted in when not fully clear of BHIWANI (M Hills) which was steadied.  Rider 
B R Jones was advised to exercise greater care. 
BHIWANI raced wide without cover for the majority of the race.   
Near the 700 metres ARTIFACT (M Chui) made contact with the running rail, going off stride.  As a result MUSCAT HILLS 
which was following shifted out making contact with the hind quarters of CHOCOLAT (M Sweeney) which became 
unbalanced and shifted out abruptly.   
THE RICH LISTER (P Holmes) was held up entering the final straight.   
THE RICH LISTER attempted a marginal run to the inside of BLAZE SMARTIE passing the 150 metres.  BHIWANI then 
shifted in under pressure crowding CHARLIE FARLEY (J Wong) which was steadied. CHARLIE FARLEY was accidentally 
struck over the head with whip by rider B Jones (BLAZE SMARTIE) during this incident.   Rider M Hills admitted a resultant 
breach of careless riding with his license to ride in races suspended 25 – 28 January, 3 riding days.  As a result CHARLIE 
FARLEY made contact with BLAZE SMARTIE which shifted in slightly, crowding THE RICH LISTER which was hampered.   
The connections of the fourth placed horse CHARLIE FARLEY wished to view footage following the race, electing not to 
proceed with an objection against the first place horse BHIWANI.   
BHIWANI lost the off hind plate during the running.   
THE RICH LISTER lost the off hind plate during the running.   
 

Race 5 WWW.TERAPARACING.CO.NZ 2200 

UNDERTHERADAR (J Oliver) shifted out leaving the barrier, crowding EL SOLDADO (M Sweeney). 
Passing the 1800 metres LOVES THE SHOW (B Hutton) raced in restricted room to the inside of QUEST (B R Jones) which 
shifted in slightly.  LOVES THE SHOW then commenced to over-race with QUEST then being dictated in further when 
making contact with I’LL’AVA’ALF (A Jones) making the crossing, with LOVES THE SHOW then being further crowded  
having to steady.  Rider B R Jones was advised that he must leave sufficient room for runners to his inside, and further 
advised that a warning would be placed on his record.  LOVES THE SHOW then raced ungenerously for a distance. 

http://www.teraparacing.co.nz/


Passing the 500 metres WATTLE BAY (M Wenn) shifted out, dictating LOVES THE SHOW wider on the track.   Passing 
the 400 metres LOVES THE SHOW stepped in after being contacted by WATTLE BAY with WATTLE BAY shifting away 
from that runner, and then shifting out when becoming awkwardly laced on the heels of QUEST, again making contact 
with LOVES THE SHOW which became unbalanced.   
Passing the 50 metres CARLOTTA (J Wong) shifted in when struck with the whip making contact with CAJUN (R Norvall) 
which was hampered with CARLOTTA’S rider apprentice J Wong taking corrective action.   
 

Race 6 TWILIGHT MEETING 25TH FEBRUARY 2100 

BUSINESSMAN (D Nolan), ICAN’TSTOPTHERAIN (B Hutton) and MR CHEZ (A Taylor) all blundered, leaving the barriers. 
HILLSBOROUGH (P Holmes) began awkwardly, shifting inwards, crowding ZAVIERA (M Hills). 
MONS CALPE (M Chui) over-raced passing the 1400 metres.   
Approaching the 1400 metres CELEBRITY MISS (T Thornton) was dictated in slightly by ZAVIERA crowding LION ROCK 
HILL (R Norvall) which had to steady.   
LION ROCK HILL over-raced approaching the 1300 metres with the trailing OUR SERAFINA (Z Moki) being awkwardly 
placed on heels and having to steady. 
TIPPERARY (M Sweeney) raced wide from near the 800 metres. 
CELEBRITY MISS attempted a marginal run to the outside of RANSOMS GOLD (B R Jones) passing the 400 metres with 
RANSOMS GOLD shifting out slightly.  As a result CELEBRITY MISS was crowded and had to steady. 
Passing the 200 metres HILLSBOROUGH shifted in under pressure making contact with TEAM PETE (M Wenn) which 
then shifted away from that runner crowding BUSINESSMAN which was hampered.  Rider P Holmes had a warning 
placed against his record. 
  

Race 7 HAMILTON PARTY HIRE 1600 

KALEIDOSCOPE (B R Jones) shifted out abruptly leaving the barriers crowding CLASSCOROC (J Wong) and 
BECHTOLSHEIMER (R Smyth) on to SURVIVED (R Norvall) which had begun awkwardly.  As a result SURVIVED was 
hampered losing ground. 
LAUREN TATE (M Wenn) began awkwardly. 
ARIZONA JAZZ (B Hutton) began awkwardly hampering NEWTON PRINCE (L Satherley). 
ARIZONA JAZZ raced ungenerously in the early to middle stages and lay out. 
SURVIVED over-raced in the early stages and shifted out off heels passing the 1200 metres.  SURVIVED then raced wide 
without cover. 
ARIZONA JAZZ continued to lay out when making the final turn and ran wide. 
Passing the 600 metres KALEIDOSCOPE was held up behind BECHTOLSHEIMER which was weakening appreciably.   
BECHTOLSHEIMER returned to the enclosure with blood present in both nostrils.  After undergoing a post-race 
veterinary examination BECHTOLSHEIMER was deemed to be a bleeder and subject to a three month stand down from 
racing in New Zealand.   
Apprentice rider R Smyth admitted a breach of rule Rule 638(3)(b) in that she used the whip in an unnecessary manner 
when riding BECHTOLSHEIMER which was out of contention.  R Smyth was fined $175 by the Judicial Committee.   
 

Race 8 HAMILTON CUP 31ST JANUARY 2015 1600 

STELLA’S HONOUR (P Holmes) was slow to begin. 
SAINT KITT (R Norvall) began awkwardly. 
FULL COUNT (M Hills) was steadied passing the 1000 metres to obtain cover. 
KILLARNEY KID (A Taylor) raced wide without cover from the 800 metres. 
ALTIUS (T Thornton) made the final bend awkwardly, losing ground. 
LUCKY FEATHER (L Satherley) lay out under pressure in the final straight. 
Trainer J Bridgeman is to be interviewed regarding the performance of LA ADELITA. 
Rider P Holmes reported that his mount STELLA’S HONOUR lay out from the 800 metres and continued to lay out for 
the remainder of the race.  Co Trainer C Ormsby is to be interviewed regarding the mares progress in days subsequent. 
 

Race 9 WAIKATO CARNIVAL OF RACING 1600 

MATAATUA (B R Jones) began awkwardly and then was hampered shortly after when HE’S A BIGDEEL (D Nolan) which 
had begun awkwardly, shifted outwards. 
WHATZ OCCURRING (A Jones), TIARA CONCERTO (T Thornton) and BARNIE O’MARNIE (M Wenn) all began awkwardly. 
DALEZINGA (J Wong) blundered leaving the barriers. 
Passing the 1400 metres JET TRAC (R Smyth) lay out crowding SHEEZ ALL HEART (M Hills) which had to steady losing 
ground. 



Passing the 1200 metres CHACHI ARCOLA (B Hutton) shifted in crowding KINDALEICA (L Satherley), JET TRAC, WAIPIPI 
LAD (J Oliver), DALEZINGA (J Wong) and WHATZ OCCURRING (A Jones), with DALEZINGA and WHATZ OCCURRING both 
being severely checked losing ground.  As a result BARNIE O’MARNIE (M Wenn) and PIT A PAT (R Norvall) which were 
following, were hampered.  A resultant charge of careless riding was preferred against apprentice rider B Hutton with 
the Judicial Committee adjourning the hearing to a date to be set.   
Passing the 1000 metres JET TRAC which shifted back on to SHEEZ ALL HEART which became awkwardly placed on that 
runner’s heels, shifting out. 
TIARA CONCERTO (T Thornton) raced wide without cover throughout.   
Entering the final straight near the 350 metres BARNIE O’MARNIE had to steady when attempting a marginal run to 
the outside of KINDALEICA which shifted out slightly.  As a result BARNIE O’MARNIE made contact with the hind 
quarters of CHACHI ARCOLA which became briefly unbalanced.   
 

 
 
 


